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A Word from the Playwright... 

I’ve written plays with far larger casts, but there’s some-
thing exciting to me about putting two people in a room 
and forcing them to confront their demons, their issues, 
their conflicts. It’s the theatrical equivalent of the old steel-
cage-match in wrestling: someone will likely come out the 
victor, but how the characters get there is what’s so fun.  
 
  —David Robson, playwright of 
      Playing the Assassin  
 
 
 

Delaware Theatre Company thanks the following sponsors for supporting its educational and artistic work. 

 

      

This program is made possible, in part, by a grant from the Delaware Division of the Arts, a state agency dedicated 
to nurturing and supporting the arts in Delaware, in partnership with the National Endowment for the Arts. 

Rams player Mike Jones makes Super Bowl-winning 

tackle on Titans’ Kevin Dyson. 
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Characters 
 

Frank—An African-American former professional football player in his fifties, Frank is a plainspoken 
man who is proud of his record in the NFL.  Though he seems to have a roughness to his character, 
he does have a reflective side to his nature.   
 
Lewis—An African-American television producer in his thirties, Lewis is intelligent and analytical, and 
has the ability to be singularly focused on getting the story he wants.   
  

Summary 
 

In a Chicago hotel room in present day, Frank greets Lewis, who has come for a pre-production in-
terview for an upcoming television special to be aired before the Super Bowl.  Frank learns that the 
special will center on the dynamic between him and another former football player, Lyle Turner, who 
suffered severe long-term injuries from a hit given him by Frank during a game twenty years earlier.   
 
Frank is resistant to shoulder blame for the injury, believing that he was 
merely doing his job and that the line between playing a game and doing ir-
reparable harm is a blurry one.  Lewis comments that Frank’s play with his 
team, the Oakland Raiders, was “dirty,” and that he was trying to hurt play-
ers intentionally rather than just playing a game.  Frank deflects the comment, 
offering that only those who are tough enough to take the pain should play 
the game.   
 
Both men tell stories about their experiences with football and sports and 
their encounters with Lyle over the years.  Lewis admits that he had ties with 
the world of professional football and that, as a child, he idolized Frank until 
he saw him injure Lyle.  Frank laments that all of his records go unnoticed 
because of the focus on him as the one who crippled Lyle.  Lewis attempts 
to get Frank to sign a contract stipulating that Frank will offer a public apolo-
gy to Lyle on the television special and in Frank’s as-yet-unpublished mem-
oirs.  Frank wants to talk to Lyle on the phone about how an apology would 
be received, but Lewis resists connecting the two by phone.  As the truth 
dawns on Frank, he and Lewis argue, and the argument escalates into a phys-
ical confrontation.  When Frank sees the impact of his hit on Lyle from an-
other perspective, he realizes that an apology would mean a lot to Lyle and 
his family, and agrees to sign the contract.   

A Note to Readers:  To assist educators in preparing their students for seeing our shows, the Department of 

Education and Community Engagement at DTC prepares and shares detailed summaries of the plots of our 

productions.  These summaries disclose important plot points, including the climax and resolution of each 

play.   Furthermore, our study guides are constructed under the premise that the educator has read our sum-

mary, and additional articles herein may reference these same plot points.  This notice is intended to provide 

a “spoiler alert.”   

Ezra Knight and Garrett Lee Hendricks portray 

Frank and Lewis in Playing the Assassin.   
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Sports Safety 
 
Whether on the playground playing kickball, heading a soccer ball in a youth-league game, or playing 
an NCAA or professional game in a multi-million-dollar stadium, most people who have participated 
in sports have been injured in some way.  Most often those injuries, thankfully, are considered mi-
nor—a scraped knee, a twisted ankle, a bloody nose, a pulled muscle—and heal relatively quickly.  
Activity is important for the body; providing exercise, building strength and physical tone, and in-
creasing lung capacity and stamina.  So how can we reap the benefits of exercise—particularly, 
sports—and reduce the opportunity for injury?   
 
Sports medicine is a burgeoning field in which doctors and scientists research and treat injuries which 
occur during activity.  Medical trainers offer proper stretching and warm-up techniques to reduce the 
occurrence of muscular strains and falls.  Physical therapists, too, work with patients on flexibility and 
strength training to help them recover from musculoskeletal injuries.  And a great deal of research 
has been dedicated to protecting an athlete’s head and brain.  For years the medical community has 
known of the risks of head injuries, recommending head protection for everything from bicycling and 
skateboarding to football.  Even playing soccer, which seems like less of a contact-sport, can be dan-
gerous in terms of head injuries, especially for children.  The act of heading a ball, repeatedly, causes 
damage to the blood-brain barrier, even without a noticeable concussion occurring.  Neurosurgeon 
Dr. Robert Cantu has studied the long-term effects of head injuries—from the mild to the severe—
that occur in sports.  Though he still recommends kids (and adults) participate in sports for the bene-
fits of the exercise, he, along with former Olympian Brandi Chastain, now recommends removing 
heading the ball from the game of soccer, at least for children whose brains are still developing and 
who do not have the same myelin cushion on nerves in the brain that adults have.   
 
Scientific research is also useful in improving safety 
equipment like helmets, pads, and even the surfaces on 
which games are played.  Football helmets, with their 
sturdy plastic shell and inner foam layer, are certainly 
better today than they were when the game was young 
and players wore little more than a leather cap.  Base-
ball catchers’ masks have been redesigned just in the 
past few decades of the more than-a-century-old sport, 
now extending below the chin to protect the athlete’s 
throat from the ball and bat.  Scientists look not only at 
design, but also the properties of certain materials to 
further cushion the body from the injury of impact.  
One new development is that of auxetic materials, a 
foam-like substance with properties similar to the pro-
tection found in a seashell.  These materials, instead of 
flattening when impacted by something else, get thicker.  
Manufacturing and design technologists for cushioning  
in pads and helmets, for gymnasium mats, for walls on a 
baseball field, and other areas are looking into using new 
substances like auxetic materials to increase safety in 
multiple sports.   
   (continued)  

Teachable  Themes and Topics 

Hockey mask with wire cage face guard and 

chin/throat guard worn by New Jersey Devil 

goalie. 
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Sports Safety (continued)  
 
The safety of participants is influencing decision-making not only in professional sports, but also in 
collegiate and amateur sports.  Along with proper warm-up, appropriate treatment for injury, and 
appropriate protective gear, many sports organizations or concerned players and families are looking 
to rewriting the rule books to enhance player safety.  The national organization Soccer Shots, which 
teaches soccer fundamentals to children ages 2 through 8, has banned the teaching and practice of 
heading the ball.  A class-action suit brought to FIFA, the world professional football (soccer) organi-
zation, asked for no money but for changes in the rules to ban heading the ball for players age 14 and 
younger and to allow emergency substitutions for assessing a potential head injury.  The lawsuit was 
dismissed, but proponents pledge to renew the call to promote safety in the sport.  The National 
Football League has adopted several new rules for the 2015-2016 season to create a safer environ-
ment, including expanding the definition of a “defenseless receiver” to protect a player from the 
whiplash or severe impact that could come with being tackled while in a prone position, and allowing 
medical trainers to attend to a player who may have suffered a concussion without the team’s being 
charged a time out.   
 
Sports and athletic activity are an important part not only of American culture, but global cultures as 
well.  By finding ways to increase safety for participants, organized sports—and the industries linked 
therein—can help to ensure that players can have the benefits of exercise without the pain and suf-
fering that truly do not belong in the game.   
 

  

Former President Gerald R. 

Ford’s leather football helmet 

from his playing days at Michigan 

in the 1930s.   

Skateboarders and other extreme sports partici-

pants don protective gear not only for the head, 

but other areas prone to injury.   
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 Fair Play or Dirty Pool? 
 

Sports provide an excellent opportunity for people not only to get their exercise, but also for them 
to engage socially with others, to develop thinking skills as they design and execute a strategy to 
achieve a goal, and to work as a team.  And one of the most popular sports in the United States is 
football, both at the amateur and the professional level.  Players, coaches, and fans appreciate the 
amount of training and skill—physical and mental--that goes into preparing for and playing the game.   
The National Football League’s weekly national television broadcasts cost networks almost five billion 
dollars a year simply for the rights to show the games, indicating the value to those networks of hav-
ing the viewership that comes with the games’ airing.  And with NFL games shown on four major net-
works-- NBC (Comcast), FOX, CBS, and ESPN--it is no wonder that so many Americans know who 
Tom Brady, Russell Wilson, Peyton Manning, and LeSean McCoy are even if they cannot name their 
two United States senators.   
 
Football has certainly received a lot of media attention recently for problems on and off the field.  
Off-field behaviors aside, recent court cases have explored issues ranging from the New England Pa-
triots’ “Deflategate” from the 2014-2015 postseason, dealing with underinflated footballs, to the 
more insidious “Bountygate” of the New Orleans Saints of 2009-2011, in which defensive coordina-
tor Gregg Williams and several players were charged with offering money to one another for causing 
enough injury to a select member of an opposing team to take him out of the game.  The charges for 
the latter were corroborated by testimony of the participants themselves, and the NFL handed out 
suspensions and sanctions; however, appeals came through the NFL Players’ Association (the union 
for professional football players), and the suspensions were vacated.   
 
Interestingly, some “victims” of Bountygate—namely, opposing quarterbacks Kurt Warner and Brett 
Favre, who were both injured in games against the Saints—said that such play was part of the game 
and not something dirty.  However, the issue opened up debate not only among fans and within the 
media, but also among current and former players.   
 
Former NFL quarterback Fran Tarkenton and linebacker Junior Seau 
questioned the Bountygate tactic, saying that it had no place in the game.  
Tarkenton, who played against the likes of “Mean Joe” Greene and Dick 
Butkus  (legendary for their toughness on the field), talked to his football 
contemporaries, and said all came to the conclusion that though violence 
and toughness were part of the game, intentionally trying to injure a fel-
low player was not true to the spirit of brotherhood that exists among 
players in the NFL, who respect the game enough to want to play against 
the best rather than remove them from the game with an unfair or un-
sportsmanlike hit.   
 

         

 (continued)  

  
The Oakland Raiders are both 

respected in the NFL and 

marked as one of the “dirtiest 

teams” in pro sports by  The 

Daily Beast.   



Teachable  Themes and Topics (continued)  

Fair Play or Dirty Pool (continued)  
 
In David Robson’s Playing the Assassin, the character of Frank talks about the toughness needed for 
the sport.   
 
  Frank:  We took a bigger pounding back then when the pads were thinner, less able absorb 
 a hit. As far as I’m concerned, they coddle players today. They’re supposed to be better 
 physical specimens, but what, they pull a hamstring and they’re out for three weeks. They 
 sprain their ankle, the whole season is lost. No, these guys couldn’t play the kind of football 
 I did. They’d all leave the field on stretchers. Not me; I could play the game.  
 
 
The character of Lewis, who had also been a football fan, challenges him on his methods on-field, call-
ing them dirty.  Robson casts Frank as a former Oakland Raider, a team who in real life is considered 
by many football scholars as the dirtiest team that existed in the 1970s and 1980s.  Owner Al  Davis 
had a reputation for signing “bad-boy” players—those who had been dropped from other teams, 
those who were seen as cast-offs, and those  whose  personal histories included criminal behavior.  
Davis’ motto, which became the unofficial team motto, was “Just win, baby,” and he took a no-holds-
barred approach to winning:  allegedly bugging the opposing team’s locker room, and encouraging 
play in which hard body shots, Stickum on hands, and intimidation on the field were welcome as part 
of the team mentality even if the behaviors were not part of the rule book.   However, former Raider 
coach and NFL broadcaster John Madden, as well as many former players and fans, enjoyed the grit 
and effort given by legends such as Ken Stabler, George Atkisson, Gene Upshaw, and Jack Tatum.   
 
It is Tatum’s story that also provides a backdrop to Robson’s play.  The title and content of Playing the 
Assassin call to mind the real-life circumstances of former Raider defender Tatum, who did indeed 
title his memoirs They Call Me Assassin.  In a 1978 preseason game, Tatum hit New England Patriot 
Darryl Stingley so hard it fractured two of his vertebrae, leaving him a quadriplegic.  The two never 
reconciled, though Tatum reflected in his book that he felt “shattered” about the incident.  Tatum 
and other players, coaches, and members of the media have all noted that there was nothing illegal 
about the hit, and in fact, no penalty was called.   
 
And football is indeed a violent sport, causing severe and even life-threatening injuries at times, even 
when the game is played within the rules.  The long-term impact of concussions on NFL players is 
only recently getting the attention it is due after the suicide death of Junior Seau, who suffered chron-
ic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) from the many hits he took playing football.  CTE, which can actu-
ally only be fully diagnosed after a person’s death, presents itself while a person is living through ear-
ly-onset dementia, memory loss, aggression, and depression.  Other degenerative illnesses such as 
ALS and Alzheimer’s Disease can also be caused by brain cell injury received during a player’s football 
career.  A study by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health in Cincinnati and pub-
lished in 2012  in the journal Neurology cited evidence that professional football players with five or 
more years of playing time were three and four times as likely as the general population of developing 
a serious degenerative brain illness.   
 
As the scientific evidence mounted and as retired players and their families began stepping forward 
acknowledging their own medical problems, a group of players brought a class action suit against the 
NFL, alleging that the NFL knew of the severity of impairment that could come with the game but  
          (continued)  
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Teachable  Themes and Topics (continued)  

Fair Play or Dirty Pool (continued)  
 
covered it up.  The NFL denied such a cover-up.  In April of 2015, both the plaintiffs (the players) and 
the NFL came to a settlement in the U.S. District Court in Eastern Pennsylvania.  The Court did not 
declare in favor of either the plaintiffs or the NFL, and instead both parties agreed to a multi-million-
dollar settlement and structure for retired players to get ongoing medical testing and treatment and 
financial compensation if a diagnosis of a major degenerative illness is determined.   
 
Hundreds of players registered as part of the class action suit, yet even some of these players do not 
blame “dirty play” for their injuries, noting that the game is physically rough.   
 
Football is physically taxing, and the National Football League continues to change its rulebook and 
fund research on improving safety in the game.  Some might argue that that is not enough, judging 
from plays that are considered “over the top” that still continue in the game in 2015.  Current play-
ers such as the Miami Dolphins’ Ndamukong Suh, Washington’s Brandon Meriweather, and the Ra-
vens’ Terrell Suggs have repeatedly made lists of the “dirtiest players in the NFL” due to the amount 
of fines and penalties assessed because of their violent actions that go clearly outside of the rule 
book.  Some call for change from the NFL, suggesting stiffer fines, penalties, and even suspensions for 
part or all of a game in order to send the message more clearly that brutality is beyond the bounds of 
the game.  Fair play or foul, though, there is no question that players carry one of football’s legacies—
injury—with them even after they retire.   
 

  

Members of the 1948 Los Angeles Raiders football team.   
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Delaware Theatre Company’s Associate Director of Education, Johanna Schloss, interviewed playwright David 
Robson about Playing the Assassin.   
 
 JS:   I know that much has been published recently about the injuries football players (students and 
professional athletes) have sustained and about the long-term effects of these injuries.  Can you tell 
me if there was a specific incident or catalyst for your deciding to write a play about this?  What was 
the genesis for writing this play?   
 
DR:  Jack Tatum’s obituary inspired the play. He and 
Darryl Stingley never reconciled after the hit that 
paralyzed Stingley.  
 

 JS:  There are several twists or discoveries made by the 
characters in the play.  In a way, there is an Agatha Christie-
like mystery inside this play in terms of the characters’—
and, simultaneously, the audience’s-- uncovering secrets.  
Can you share if this sense of mystery was intentional?   
How many of these secrets did you have planned when you 
began writing?   
 
DR:  To be honest, when I first began writing the play I knew I didn’t want a Stingley 
character—that seemed too obvious, and potentially sappy. Since I didn’t want to make 
it a one-man show, I knew someone had to walk in. It seemed natural for that person to 
be younger than FRANK. Other than this initial impulse, I had no clue who this other 
person was. Over time, it dawned on me that he was likely there to exact some kind of 
revenge/payback or at least get an explanation from FRANK about why he (FRANK) 
had never shown remorse. These revelations had to be piecemeal or else I wouldn’t 
have had a play. To paraphrase a famous playwright, all plays are about lies; once the lie 
is revealed, the play is over.  
 
JS:   Can you tell me about how real-life research played into shaping your writing? 
 
DR:  I was an avid football fan as a kid, so I picked up a lot of the knowledge and termi-
nology over years of watching the game. The initial draft involved virtually no extra re-
search, but when I went back to redraft and revise, I knew I had to bring some level of 
accuracy to the play; I had to check myself. Sports writing legend Ray Didinger attended 
a rehearsal of the first production and—after holding my breath—told me how im-
pressed he was with my football knowledge—apparently I knew my stuff. But that’s how 
my brain works: it’s like a steel trap. Once information goes in, it usually stays there. I 
guess that’s why I’m pretty good at Jeopardy: I have a brain for trivia. 
 

JS:  There are some in the audience who may raise an eyebrow about the amount of profanity in the 

play.  As a playwright who writes for live theatre, what would you say about your choices as a writer 

to use or not use certain language?  Do you think there is a difference in what a reader of a novel 

experiences and what an audience member of live theatre experiences in terms of what is spoken, 

described, and shown?   

          (continued)  

Oakland Raider Jack Tatum 



An Interview with the Playwright (continued) 

DR:  Character dictates the tone and the language of the play. I use a minimum of pro-

fanity in my life, but as a character evolves, his or her voice becomes more like itself—it 
takes on a life of its own. FRANK, the ex-football player, is used to “locker room” talk 

and “trash” talk. He uses language, foul or otherwise, as a weapon. For him, it’s about 

keeping his opponent in check. He does this with his physicality and his language. Thea-
ter-goers, I hope, expect a level of truth and honesty that only theater can provide. In 

this case, that includes profanity, especially on the part of one character. A writer can’t 

censor himself and has to work to find the truth of the scene and the people who inhabit 
it. Once I “discovered” these characters, my only mission was to find their story and tell 

it as best I could, raised eyebrows be darned! 

 
JS: I know you had the opportunity to sit in rehearsals and early performances of this play.  What did 
those visits do for you as a writer?  Were there any major revisions that came from these visits?   
 
DR:  It’s an extraordinary privilege to sit in a room with actors and a director you trust 
and listen to your words fill the air. It’s a little freaky, but in a good way. What you imag-
ined you captured on the page quickly becomes something else. There’s a gap. Some-
times, the actors surprise you by taking the work to a level you never dreamed it could 
get to. At other times, as you listen, all you hear are the holes—the places that don’t 
make sense or sound awkward. The first production of the play happened in Philly in 
2013. I worked hard to ready the play, but by the time it went up, I remained unsatisfied 
by the ending—it felt unfinished. Penguin artistic director Joe Brancato took an interest 
and encouraged me to keep working on the play. I still had that “unfinished” itch to 
scratch, so I leapt at the chance to try and take the play to the next level. Working with 
Ezra, Garrett, and Joe helped me get the play where I thought it needed to be. 
 
JS:  Are you a sports fan?  Why/why not?   
 
DR:  Honestly, I’m a fair-weather sports fan. I grew up watching the Phillies, the Eagles, 
and the Flyers, but my interest grows when the teams have better seasons. Life contains 
enough suffering, so I tune out when teams are in the cellar. As for the play, I didn’t set 
out to write a “sports” play because I wouldn’t know how to do that. I simply wanted to 
write about two men whose lives were changed forever by one incident, one event. In 
this case, that event happened to involve football. 
 
JS:   Our Delaware Young Playwrights Festival for high school students challenges them to write a 
two-character play about a given theme.   Often we find our student playwrights struggling with the 
two-character format, usually wanting to add more characters, settings, or scenes.  Playing the Assassin 
makes use not only of the two-character framework, but also the three unities.  What encourage-
ment, advice, or strategies can you offer student playwrights about writing a play in which there are 
only two characters?   
 
DR:  I’ve written plays with far larger casts, but there’s something exciting to me about 
putting two people in a room and forcing them to confront their demons, their issues, 
their conflicts. It’s the theatrical equivalent of the old steel-cage-match in wrestling:  
 
          (continued)  
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An Interview with the Playwright (continued) 

(DR:)  someone will likely come out the victor, but how the characters get there is what’s 
so fun. It’s kind a high-wire act too, because you have to keep the story and the charac-
ters aloft and alive. It’s a true challenge, but this is the kind of theater I love. This is no 
movie; there they are, right in front of you. You don’t know what they’re going to do, 
what moves they’ll make, how they’ll lie and cajole each other to get what they want. 
The sweat beads on their foreheads, spit flies from their mouth, and the audience is left 
on their seats, if you’ve done the job right as the playwright. It’s a juggling act too. They 
have to stay in the room, mostly. But humans do this stuff all the time. We may not say, 
“Don’t go.” Instead, we hem and haw and ask questions and push buttons and laugh and 
smile. Perhaps the key is remembering that a two-character play is very primal. Both 
characters want something very badly—they need it or they can’t go on living—and they 
can’t leave the room until the issue is solved. Human beings are beautiful and ugly too. A 
two-character play gives the writer the chance to explore these extremes and everything 
in between.  
 
 

*** 
 
 

David Robson is a Wilmington-based playwright whose work for the stage has been hailed as "compelling", 
"forceful", and "gut-wrenching" by The New York Times, and "an important contribution to contemporary thea-
ter" by The Philadelphia Inquirer. His plays include Muleheaded, After Birth of a Nation, Priceless, Playing the 
Assassin, Playing Leni  (co-written with John Stanton), A Few Small Repairs, Man Measures Man (Barrymore 
Award nomination), and After Denmark.  In addition to Delaware Theatre Company, his work has been pro-
duced Off-Broadway at 59E59, TheaterWorks Hartford, The Penguin Rep, InterAct Theatre Company, and Act 
II Playhouse, among others.   David Robson’s honors and awards include the Susan McIntyre Playwriting Award, 
the Panowski Playwriting Award (runner-up), and two playwriting fellowships and two grants from the Delaware 
Division of the Arts.  David is a member of the Dramatists' Guild, the Playwrights' Center, and is a former play-
wright in residence at the Lark Play Development Center in New York City.  He is also the author of more than 
20 books for young adults, including Shakespeare's Globe Theater, The Murder of Emmett Till, and The Black 
Arts Movement. He earned an MFA in creative writing from Goddard College, an MS in English Education from 
St. Joseph's University, and a BA in Communications from Temple University.  David is a professor at Delaware 
County Community College in Media.  He and his wife Sonja have been married for 22 years, and their 14-
year-old daughter Ingrid attends Cab Calloway School of the Arts in Wilmington. 
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Knowledge and Comprehension 
 

1. Who is Frank?  Why is he in the hotel? 
 
2. Who is Lewis?  Why is he visiting Frank? 
 
3.  Who is Lyle Turner?  How is his life connected to the action of the play?   

 
Application and Analysis 
 

 1.  Whose jersey did Lewis wear to the game he describes?  Why were he and others upset 
about his jersey? 

 
2. Why did Frank visit Lyle?   
 
3. What does Lewis want from Frank?  Why does he want this? 
 
4. How is Lewis connected to Lyle?  How does this connection impact his job? 
 

Synthesis and Evaluation 
 

 1.  Frank claims the hit on Lyle was part of the game.  When is a hit part of the game?  When 
does it go beyond fairness?   

 
2. What happens that makes Frank see the issue from another side?  Did this surprise you?  

Why or why not?   
 
3. Do you think Frank should apologize?  Why or why not?   
 
4. Does player merchandise represent approval of a player’s on-field tactics?  Off-field behav-

iors?  Why or why not?   
 
5.  Did Lewis play fair in his attempt to get Frank to sign the contract?  Does this matter?  Why 

or why not?   



Classroom  Activities 
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  1.  Research new developments in design and manufacturing of safer playing fields, uni-
forms, equipment, etc.  What technology is used in the design process?  How do 
science, medicine, and engineering work together to enhance safety?  Find online 
visuals or bring in a designer/manufacturer to explain the new technology and what 
it does.   

 
 

2. Should there be different rules for sports like football, soccer, hockey, and other 
sports for children, teens, and adults?  For amateurs and professionals?  Examine the 
perspectives of various stakeholders and prepare a “court argument” (debate) with 
supporting data, examples, or explanations.  Share your argument with your class in 
a speech or in a classroom debate.   

 
 
3.   Write a new two-person play in which Lyle and Frank meet again.  What are the 

circumstances of their meeting?  What would they say to one another?  What is 
each person’s objective in the conversation?  Act out your play for your class.   
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Why Go to the Theatre? 
State and National Education Standards Addressed Through 

Taking Your Students to a Live Theatre Production 
 
When your students view live theatre, they are taking part in a learning experience 
that engages their minds on many levels.  From simple recall and comprehension 
of  the plot of  a play or musical to analysis and evaluation of  the production  
elements of  a show, students receive and interpret messages communicated 
through words, movement, music, and other artistic devices.  Beyond “I liked it; it 
was good,” students learn to communicate about the content and performance of  
an artistic piece and to reflect on their own and others’ emotional, aesthetic, and 
intellectual points-of-view and responses.  And the immediacy of  live theatre--the 
shared moments between actors and audience members in the here-and-now--
raises students’ awareness of  the power and scope of  human connection.   
 
 

The following educational standards are addressed in a visit to a performance at Dela-
ware Theatre Company along with a pre-show DTC classroom presentation and post-
show talkback session at the theatre.  (Additional standards addressed through the use of the study 
guide or through further classroom study are not included here.)   
 
Common Core English Language Arts Standards:   
Reading:  9-10 and 11-12, Strands 3, 4, 6 
Language:  9-10 and 11-12, Strands 3, 4, and 5 
 
National Standards in Theatre Education (AATE/ETA): 
Grades 5-8:  CS 6a, 6c, 6d; 7a, 7b, 7c; 8a, 8c; 8d 
Grades 9-12:  CS 6a, b; Adv. 6b; 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d; Adv. 7e, 7f; 8a, 8c, 8d 
 
Delaware Standards for English Language Arts  (DOE): 
Standard 2:  2.2a, 2.4bl, 2.5b, 2.5g, 2.6a 
Standard 3:  3.1b, 3.3b1, 3.3b2 
Standard 4:  4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.2f, 4.3a, 4.4b  
 
Delaware Standards for Visual and Performing Arts—Theatre (DOE):   
Standard 6:  6.4, 6.5 
Standard 7:  7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6 
Standard 8:  8.3, 8.4 
 

 

 
 
     Compiled by Johanna Schloss, Associate Director of Education &  
     Community Engagement, Delaware Theatre Company, 2012  
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